ADM Advantage
Expert Contract

SM

Put a portion of your grain marketing in the
hands of the experts.

Background

The Benefits

Grain marketing is just one part of the important work
you do, but it requires constant attention. That’s why
ADM offers you the ADM Advantage Expert contract—a
contract that puts your grain marketing in the hands
of independent marketing experts. Our experts have
a proven marketing track record, giving peace of mind
and allowing you to spend your valuable time on other
important tasks. You choose the expert, you set the
basis, we handle the rest.

•

With grain marketing experts working on your behalf,
you have the freedom to focus on other things.

•

Automatic execution minimizes stress and worry.

•

You still maintain control to set the basis.

•

It’s a powerful diversification tool for your grain
marketing portfolio.

ADMadvantage.com

ADM AdvantageSM Expert Contract

How It Works

Performance

1.

You choose the crop you want to sell, your delivery
period and the marketing expert you’d like to make the
pricing decisions.

2.

Your chosen marketing expert advises ADM to price
futures on your behalf. ADM establishes the final Futures
Reference Price on your contract based solely on their
pricing decisions.

Compare how ADM Advantage Experts have performed
relative to the harvest price and overall market
opportunity. While there are no guarantees in grain
marketing, we believe that ADM Advantage Expert will
be a valuable addition to your overall grain marketing
plan. See your local ADM representative for detailed
historic performance results.

3.

You set the basis at any point prior to grain delivery.

4.

Your final cash price is equal to the ADM Advantage
Expert Futures Reference Price +/– Basis–Service Fee.

You Choose:

Marketing
Expert:
ADM:

You Set:

Crop to Sell
and Quantity

Delivery
Period

In order to see maximum results from the ADM
Advantage Expert Contract, we encourage you to
participate consistently on an annual basis, enrolling
the same percentage of production from year to year.

Marketing
Expert

Makes the futures pricing decisions for your
contract during the defined pricing period
Establishes Final Futures Reference Price

The Basis

Contact your local ADM representative or visit ADMadvantage.com
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